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This books aims to demonstrate how semiotic models of
textual analysis can be used to study any social reality or
cultural process. In addition, it shows how semiotic
models work by using examples from everyday life and
social praxis, communicative
In Cents and Sensibility, an eminent literary critic and a
leading economist make the case that the
humanities—especially the study of literature—offer
economists ways to make their models more realistic,
their predictions more accurate, and their policies more
effective and just. Arguing that Adam Smith’s heirs
include Austen, Chekhov, and Tolstoy as much as
Keynes and Friedman, Gary Saul Morson and Morton
Schapiro trace the connection between Adam Smith’s
great classic, The Wealth of Nations, and his less
celebrated book on ethics, The Theory of Moral
Sentiments. The authors contend that a few decades
later, Jane Austen invented her groundbreaking method
of novelistic narration in order to give life to the empathy
that Smith believed essential to humanity. More than
anyone, the great writers can offer economists
something they need—a richer appreciation of behavior,
ethics, culture, and narrative. Original, provocative, and
inspiring, Cents and Sensibility demonstrates the
benefits of a dialogue between economics and the
humanities and also shows how looking at real-world
problems can revitalize the study of literature itself.
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Featuring a new preface, this book brings economics
back to its place in the human conversation.
A Financial Times "Best Book of 2017: Economics”
800-CEO-Read “Best Business Book of 2017: Current
Events & Public Affairs” Economics is the mother tongue
of public policy. It dominates our decision-making for the
future, guides multi-billion-dollar investments, and
shapes our responses to climate change, inequality, and
other environmental and social challenges that define
our times. Pity then, or more like disaster, that its
fundamental ideas are centuries out of date yet are still
taught in college courses worldwide and still used to
address critical issues in government and business alike.
That’s why it is time, says renegade economist Kate
Raworth, to revise our economic thinking for the 21st
century. In Doughnut Economics, she sets out seven key
ways to fundamentally reframe our understanding of
what economics is and does. Along the way, she points
out how we can break our addiction to growth; redesign
money, finance, and business to be in service to people;
and create economies that are regenerative and
distributive by design. Named after the now-iconic
“doughnut” image that Raworth first drew to depict a
sweet spot of human prosperity (an image that appealed
to the Occupy Movement, the United Nations, ecoactivists, and business leaders alike), Doughnut
Economics offers a radically new compass for guiding
global development, government policy, and corporate
strategy, and sets new standards for what economic
success looks like. Raworth handpicks the best
emergent ideas—from ecological, behavioral, feminist,
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and institutional economics to complexity thinking and
Earth-systems science—to address this question: How
can we turn economies that need to grow, whether or not
they make us thrive, into economies that make us thrive,
whether or not they grow? Simple, playful, and eloquent,
Doughnut Economics offers game-changing analysis and
inspiration for a new generation of economic thinkers.
[Italiano]: Oggetto di questo volume è l’articolato
patrimonio di tracce, di immagini, di narrazioni che
costruiscono lacittà contemporanea. Parliamo di realtà
urbane che vanno rilette e raccontate per parti, per strati,
a ritroso, in maniera tale da poter sbrogliare
quell’intricata matassa di sovrapposizioni che si sono
succedute nel corso del tempo. Sono tracce molto
spesso ancora in situ, talvolta nascoste, qualche volta
modificate, ma anche distratte, frammentate, malcelate e
nascoste ./[English]:The subject of this bookis the
complex heritage of traces, images and narratives that
build the contemporary city. We are talking about urban
realities that must be reread and recounted in parts, by
layers, backwards, in such a way asto be able to unravel
that intricate skein of overlaps that have occurred over
time. They are traces very often still in situ, sometimes
hidden, sometimes modified, but also distracted,
fragmented, poorly concealed and hidden.
Inequality
The Decline of Elite Culture and the Rise of New Media
L'espresso
Introduction to the Semiotics of the Text
Monografie
The Value of Money
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This is the first single-author study in over fifty years to
offer an integrated appraisal of the early Middle Ages as
a dynamic and formative period in European history.
Written in an attractive and accessible style, it makes
extensive use of original sources to introduce early
medieval men and women at all levels of society from
slave to emperor, allows them to speak directly to the
reader. It overturns traditional narratives, offering an
entirely fresh approach to this period by rejecting any
notion of a dominant, uniform early medieval culture,
and arguing that the fundamental characteristic of the
early Middle Ages is diversity of experience. This
beautifully designed book will appeal to scholars,
students and history enthusiasts alike.
"This book is an effort to explain how China's economy
got to where it is today, where it might be headed in the
coming years, and what China's rise means for the rest
of the world. It is intended to be useful to the general
reader, who has an intelligent interest in China and its
global impact but not necessarily a specialized
background in either China or economics. Since the first
edition was published in 2016 China's relevance to the
world has increased dramatically, thanks to the more
assertive foreign policy of president Xi Jinping and the
move by the United States under the Trump
Administration to treat China as a geopolitical rival.
Because of its sheer size, the growing tensions with the
United States, and the gulf in basic values between
China and the international system it increasingly seeks
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to influence, understanding modern China's origins and
trajectory is more important than ever. An economy is a
complicated organism, which does not easily lend itself
to description by narrative, as one might tell the story of
a person's life. It is more like a jigsaw puzzle-to be
precise, a three-dimensional jigsaw puzzle, in which the
shapes of the pieces keep changing. Rather than a fixed
structure like a molecule, a skyscraper, or a
mathematical equation, an economy is a set of fairly
solid institutions and fairly fluid arrangements created
by people to enable them to get the goods and services
that they want. The nature of these institutions and
arrangements is largely determined by the political
bargains made among the important groups in a society.
As the composition, relative power, and interests of these
groups change over time, so do the economic
arrangements. In other words, considerations of political
practicality usually trump those of economic efficiency.
For economic policymakers, this means that they must
make do with second- or third-best versions of their ideal
recipes. For analysts, it means that describing an
economy is more of a historical art than a natural
science. To the extent it is a science, it is more
physiology than physics"-A study of the stock market crash of 1929 reveals the
influential role of Wall Street on the economic growth of
America
Everybody wants to be creative. Creativity makes life
more fun, more interesting and more full of
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achievement, but too many people believe that creativity
is something you are born with and cannot be learned.
In How to Have Creative Ideas Edward de Bono - the
leading authority on creative thinking - outlines 62
different games and exercises, built around random
words chosen from a list, to help encourage creativity
and lateral thinking. For example, if the task were to
provide an idea for a new restaurant and the random
word chosen was 'cloak', ideas generated might be: a
highwayman theme; a Venetian theme with gondolas;
masked waiters and waitresses. Or, if asked to make a
connection between the two random words 'desk' and
'shorts', readers may come up with: both are functional;
desks have 'knee holes' and shorts expose the knees;
traditionally they were both male-associated items. All
the exercises are simple, practical and fun, and can be
done by anyone.
Venice and the Veneto during the Renaissance: the
Legacy of Benjamin Kohl
Controversial Economic Cultures in Europe: Italy and
Germany
Cents and Sensibility
Europe After Rome
Risk and Uncertainty in the Art World
What Everyone Needs to Know®
This book continues the editors' work (started in the
volume “Masters of Political Science”) of highlighting
and re-evaluating the contributions of the most important
political scientists who have gone before. Its basis is the
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belief that the future development and sophistication of
the discipline will benefit from a critical understanding of
the works of early political “giants” whose contributions
are presented and analysed: Gabriel A. Almond,
Raymond Aron, Philip Converse, Maurice Duverger,
Stanley Hoffmann, Paul Lazarsfeld, Arend Lijphart, Elinor
Ostrom, William H. Riker, Stein Rokkan and Susan
Strange. The editors review and consider the
contributions of these maestri to the study of
contemporary democracy, political culture, electoral
systems, political communication, the transformation of
capitalism and state formation in Europe. Maestri of
Political Science is aimed not only at a new generation of
political scientists but is a valuable opportunity for
established scholars to see new light through old
windows. Also available: Masters of Political Science
Volume 1, ISBN: 978-0-9558203-3-5
Inequality endangers the fabric of our societies, distorts
the functioning of democracy, and derails the
globalization process. Yet, it has only recently been
recognized as a problem worth examining. Why has this
issue been neglected for so long? In Inequality: A Short
History, Michele Alacevich and Anna Soci discuss the
emergence of the inequality question in the twentieth
century and explain how it is related to current issues
such as globalization and the survival of democracy. The
authors also discuss trends and the future of inequality.
Inequality is a pressing issue that not only affects living
standards, but is also inextricably linked to the way our
democracies work.
The book analyzes the intertwining of aesthetics and
ethics in experiences characterized by a break of
representational capabilities, such as encounters with
nature and art. It also notes that the prerequisite for such
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an experience concerns expectations and authenticity,
and the aftermath engenders wonderment and sublimity,
as a common root to aesthetic and ethics. Various
philosophical positions and interpretation and
contextualization of material is achieved via sections
with art examples.
Benjamin G. Kohl (1938-2010) taught at Vassar College
from 1966 till his retirement as Andrew W. Mellon
Professor of the Humanities in 2001. His doctoral
research at The Johns Hopkins University was directed
by Frederic C. Lane, and his principal historical interests
focused on northern Italy during the Renaissance,
especially on Padua and Venice. His scholarly production
includes the volumes
Padua under the Carrara,
1318-1405 (1998), and Culture and Politics in Early
Renaissance Padua
(2001), and the online database
Rulers of Venice, 1332-1524
(2009). The database is
eloquent testimony of his priority attention to historical
sources and to their accessibility, and also of his
enthusiasm for collaboration and sharing among
scholars.
Rethinking Capitalism
A History of Inventions, Discoveries, and Origins
The Montefeltro Conspiracy
What Economics Can Learn from the Humanities
Rivista di Politica 2/2017
Art and Innovation in the Age of AI

The

Cos’è la sostenibilità? Riguarda
l’ambiente o anche molto altro? È una
questione solamente etica che fa appello
al senso di responsabilità, individuale e
collettivo, o è pure un affare economico?
Si tratta di una moda
passeggera o è una
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duratura e sempre più forte tendenza
mondiale? Qual è la situazione
dell’Italia? E l’opinione degli italiani?
Quali carte il Bel Paese può giocare per
vincere questa difficile e decisiva
partita? Quali valori lo distinguono dai
concorrenti e gli danno un vantaggio, se
trasformati in fattori per generare
benessere? Che ruolo può avere la
cultura? E il territorio? E quanto
importante è il contributo delle imprese
e degli imprenditori? Queste sono alcune
delle molte domande da cui ha preso le
mosse la ricerca contenuta in questo
volume. Le risposte sono incoraggianti e
identificano le aree in cui istituzioni e
imprese possono e devono fare di più e
meglio. Puntano nella stessa direzione:
per raggiungere la meta della
sostenibilità, la via italiana deve
coinvolgere tutti i soggetti, il settore
pubblico come quello privato, i singoli e
le associazioni. Occorre una strategia
complessiva dell’intero Paese, che è
chiamato ad affrontare, con spirito
imprenditoriale finalmente consapevole,
la riconciliazione della crescita
economica, dell’equilibrio ambientale e
dell’equità. Insomma, della sostenibilità
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a tutto tondo.
Six-time New York Times bestselling
author, FOX News star, and radio host
Mark R. Levin “trounces the news
media” (The Washington Times) in this
timely and groundbreaking book
demonstrating how the great tradition of
American free press has degenerated
into a standardless profession that has
squandered the faith and trust of the
public. Unfreedom of the Press is not
just another book about the press. In
“Levin’s finest work” (Breitbart), he
shows how those entrusted with news
reporting today are destroying freedom
of the press from within—not through
actions of government officials, but with
its own abandonment of reportorial
integrity and objective journalism. With
the depth of historical background for
which his books are renowned, Levin
takes you on a journey through the early
American patriot press, which proudly
promoted the principles set forth in the
Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution. This is followed by the
early decades of the Republic during
which newspapers around the young
country were open and transparent
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about their fierce allegiance to one
political party or another. It was only at
the start of the Progressive Era and the
20th century that the supposed
“objectivity of the press” first surfaced,
leaving us where we are today: with a
partisan party-press overwhelmingly
aligned with a political ideology but
hypocritically engaged in a massive
untruth as to its real nature.
How the creative abundance of today's
media culture was made possible by the
decline of elitism in the arts and the rise
of digital media. Media culture today
encompasses a universe of
forms—websites, video games, blogs,
books, films, television and radio
programs, magazines, and more—and a
multitude of practices that include
making, remixing, sharing, and
critiquing. This multiplicity is so vast
that it cannot be comprehended as a
whole. In this book, Jay David Bolter
traces the roots of our media multiverse
to two developments in the second half
of the twentieth century: the decline of
elite art and the rise of digital media.
Bolter explains that we no longer have a
collective belief in “Culture with a capital
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C.” The hierarchies that ranked, for
example, classical music as more
important than pop, literary novels as
more worthy than comic books, and
television and movies as unserious have
broken down. The art formerly known as
high takes its place in the media
plenitude. The elite culture of the
twentieth century has left its mark on
our current media landscape in the form
of what Bolter calls “popular
modernism.” Meanwhile, new forms of
digital media have emerged and
magnified these changes, offering new
platforms for communication and
expression. Bolter outlines a series of
dichotomies that characterize our
current media culture: catharsis and
flow, the continuous rhythm of digital
experience; remix (fueled by the
internet's vast resources for sampling
and mixing) and originality; history (not
replayable) and simulation (endlessly
replayable); and social media and
coherent politics.
Fifteen years ago, psychologist and
educator Howard Gardner introduced the
idea of multiple intelligences,
challenging the presumption that
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intelligence consists of verbal or analytic
abilities only -- those intelligences that
schools tend to measure. He argued for a
broader understanding of the intelligent
mind, one that embraces creation in the
arts and music, spatial reasoning, and
the ability to understand ourselves and
others. Today, Gardner's ideas have
become widely accepted -- indeed, they
have changed how we think about
intelligence, genius, creativity, and even
leadership, and he is widely regarded as
one of the most important voices writing
on these subjects. Now, in Extraordinary
Minds , a book as riveting as it is new,
Gardner poses an important question: Is
there a set of traits shared by all truly
great achievers -- those we deem
extraordinary -- no matter their field or
the time period within which they did
their important work? In an attempt to
answer this question, Gardner first
examines how most of us mature into
more or less competent adults. He then
examines closely four persons who lived
unquestionably extraordinary lives -Mozart, Freud, Woolf, and Gandhi -using each as an exemplar of a different
kind of extraordinariness: Mozart as the
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master of a discipline, Freud as the
innovative founder of a new discipline,
Woolf as the great introspect or, and
Gandhi as the influencer. What can we
learn about ourselves from the
experiences of the extraordinary?
Interestingly, Gardner finds that an
excess of raw power is not the most
impressive characteristic shared by
superachievers; rather, these
extraordinary individuals all have had a
special talent for identifying their own
strengths and weaknesses, for
accurately analyzing the events of their
own lives, and for converting into future
successes those inevitable setbacks that
mark every life. Gardner provides
answers to a number of provocative
questions, among them: How do we
explain extraordinary times -- Athens in
the fifth century B.C., the T'ang Dynasty
in the eighth century, Islamic Society in
the late Middle Ages, and New York at
the middle of the century? What is the
relation among genius, creativity, fame,
success, and moral extraordinariness?
Does extraordinariness make for a
happier, more fulfilling life, or does it
simply create a special onus?
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Theory of a Catastrophe
What is Circular Economy
OECD Environmental Outlook to 2030
A Critical History
A Short History
Abundance Within Planetary Boundaries
In Economics in Perspective, renowned
economist John Kenneth Galbraith presents
a compelling and accessible history of
economic ideas, from Aristotle through the
twentieth century. Examining theories of
the past that have a continuing modern
resonance, he shows that economics is not
a timeless, objective science, but is
continually evolving as it is shaped by
specific times and places. From Adam
Smith's theories during the Industrial
Revolution to those of John Maynard Keynes
after the Great Depression, Galbraith
demonstrates that if economic ideas are to
remain relevant, they must continually
adapt to the world they inhabit. A lively
examination of economic thought in
historical context, Economics in
Perspective shows how the field has
evolved across the centuries.
The enormous changes under way in economic
systems mean that traditional paradigms of
analysis need to be reviewed. In
particular, increasing maturity of
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consumption patterns, emergence of new
purchasing models and repositioning of
corporate groups are creating a more
balanced division of functions within the
channel value chain between manufacturing
and distribution. Starting from these
assumptions the aim of this study is to
focus on major development trends in
channel marketing, highlighting possible
impacts on the competitive equilibrium
between the various players involved.
"Thought provoking and fresh - this book
challenges how we think about economics.”
Gillian Tett, Financial Times For further
information about recent publicity events
and media coverage for Rethinking
Capitalism please visit http://marianamazz
ucato.com/rethinking-capitalism/ Western
capitalism is in crisis. For decades
investment has been falling, living
standards have stagnated or declined, and
inequality has risen dramatically.
Economic policy has neither reformed the
financial system nor restored stable
growth. Climate change meanwhile poses
increasing risks to future prosperity. In
this book some of the world’s leading
economists propose new ways of thinking
about capitalism. In clear and compelling
prose, each chapter shows how today’s deep
economic problems reflect the inadequacies
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of orthodox economic theory and the
failure of policies informed by it. The
chapters examine a range of contemporary
economic issues, including fiscal and
monetary policy, financial markets and
business behaviour, inequality and
privatisation, and innovation and
environmental change. The authors set out
alternative economic approaches which
better explain how capitalism works, why
it often doesn’t, and how it can be made
more innovative, inclusive and
sustainable. Outlining a series of farreaching policy reforms, Rethinking
Capitalism offers a powerful challenge to
mainstream economic debate, and new ideas
to transform it.
Warren Buffett is the most famous investor
of all time and one of today’s most
admired business leaders. He became a
billionaire and investment sage by looking
at companies as businesses rather than
prices on a stock screen. The first two
editions of The Warren Buffett Way gave
investors their first in-depth look at the
innovative investment and business
strategies behind Buffett’s spectacular
success. The new edition updates readers
on the latest investments by Buffett. And,
more importantly, it draws on the new
field of behavioral finance to explain how
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investors can overcome the common
obstacles that prevent them from investing
like Buffett. New material includes: How
to think like a long-term investor – just
like Buffett Why “loss aversion”, the
tendency of most investors to overweight
the pain of losing money, is one of the
biggest obstacles that investors must
overcome. Why behaving rationally in the
face of the ups and downs of the market
has been the key to Buffett’s investing
success Analysis of Buffett’s recent
acquisition of H.J. Heinz and his
investment in IBM stock The greatest
challenge to emulating Buffett is not in
the selection of the right stocks,
Hagstrom writes, but in having the
fortitude to stick with sound investments
in the face of economic and market
uncertainty. The new edition explains the
psychological foundations of Buffett’s
approach, thus giving readers the best
roadmap yet for mastering both the
principles and behaviors that have made
Buffett the greatest investor of our
generation.
Giornale della libreria
Extraordinary Minds
Global Economic History: A Very Short
Introduction
Doughnut Economics
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From Communism to Capitalism
How to Have Creative Ideas
A critical study of the attempted assassination of the
Medici brothers in the Duomo of Florence by members of
the Pazzi family draws on a Renaissance letter and
family archives to reveal that Montefeltro, Duke of
Urbino, and Pope Sixtus IV were the true conspirators
behind the crime, examining the plot, the Machiavellian
politics involved, and the Medicis' revenge. 30,000 first
printing.
The OECD Environmental Outlook to 2030 provides
analyses of economic and environmental trends to 2030,
and simulations of policy actions to address the key
challenges.
Thanks to the collaboration with renowned economists
and policymakers, the publication compares Italian and
German macro-economic cultures and performances.
When the Bretton Woods system crumbled and
currencies lost their direct link to the dollar and their
indirect link to gold, these two countries embarked upon
strongly different monetary policies. This divergence was
reflected in the evolution of the exchange rates: the
value of one D-Mark increased from 170 Italian lira under
Bretton Woods to 990 Italian lira at the start of European
Monetary Union: an astounding devaluation of about 85
per cent for the lira! Firstly, the volume describes the
German and the Italian economic and, specifically,
monetary models, with major attention paid to institutions
such as Deutsche Bundesbank and Banca d'Italia,
analysing their development in a diachronic perspective.
Secondly, these paradigms are contextualized within a
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broader European context, which is fundamental to
reflect upon possible future scenarios. Das Buch
versammelt renommierte Ökonomen und Politiker,
hauptsächlich (aber nicht nur) aus Italien und
Deutschland. Die Autoren vergleichen die
makroökonomischen Kulturen und die Leistungsfähigkeit
der beiden Länder. Seit dem Zusammenbruch des
Bretton-Woods-Systems verfolgen beide Länder sehr
unterschiedliche Geldpolitiken. Die Divergenz spiegelte
sich auch in der Entwicklung der Wechselkurse: Der
Wert der D-Mark stieg von 170 italienischen Lire unter
Bretton Woods-Bedingungen auf 990 italienische Lire zu
Beginn der Europäischen Währungsunion – eine
atemberaubende Abwertung der Lira um rund 85
Prozent! Der Sammelband beschreibt das deutsche und
das italienische Wirtschafts- und insbesondere das
Geldmodell. Institutionen wie die Bundesbank und die
Banca d'Italia stehen im Zentrum. Der historische
Hintergrund wird ebenfalls ausgeleuchtet. In einem
zweiten Schritt werden diese Modelle in einem breiteren
europäischen Kontext analysiert, auch um mögliche
künftige Szenarien aufzuzeigen. Mit Beiträgen von:
Pierluigi Ciocca, Lorenzo Codogno, Fabio Colasanti,
Federico Fubini, Daniel Gros, Otmar Issing, Harold
James, Hans-Helmut Kotz, Ivo Maes, Klaus Masuch,
Thomas Mayer, Stefano Micossi, Pier Carlo Padoan,
Francesco Papadia, Lucio Pench, Tobias Piller, André
Sapir, Gunther Schnabl, Ludger Schuhknecht, Sabine
Seeger, Giulio Tremonti, Gertrude Tumpel-Gugerell.
Vorwort von Jean-Claude Trichet
Si legge in modo diverso dal passato, ci si informa in
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maniera più complessa di come lo si faceva solo pochi
anni fa. E sono soprattutto i giovani ad avere abitudini di
consumo culturale e mediale assai lontane da quelle dei
loro genitori. Ma cos’è questo nuovo che sta prendendo
il posto del vecchio? E che effetti la rete sta producendo
sulla trasmissione, sulla produzione e sul concetto
stesso di cultura?
Seven Ways to Think Like a 21st-Century Economist
Economics in Perspective
Economics and Culture
Unfreedom of the Press
Economics of Natural Resources and the Environment
Bibliografia nazionale italiana

Most books on AI focus on the future of work. But now
that algorithms can learn and adapt, does the future
of creativity also belong to well-programmed
machines? To answer this question, Marcus du Sautoy
takes us to the forefront of creative new technologies
and offers a more positive and unexpected vision of
our future cohabitation with machines.
L’apocalisse della post-modernità: una lettura politicoantropologica dei “morti-viventi” - Damiano Palano La
“nuova sinistra” radicale europea: dalla crisi della
socialdemocrazia ai cambiamenti nelle democrazie
rappresentative contemporanee - Luke March Un
banchiere all’Eliseo: l’irresistibile ascesa di Emmanuel
Macron - Michele Marchi Il nuovo disordine mondiale:
gli Zombie nel mondo post-umano - Dominic
Holdaway Storia e metamorfosi del Front national:
l’estrema destra nello specchio della Quinta
Repubblica - Marco Gervasoni Etica del lavoro e
modernizzazione politica: una lettura del Pinocchio di
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Collodi - Giovanni Belardelli L’Islam in Francia: la
difficile alternativa tra laicismo di Stato e libertà
religiosa - Andrea Frangioni
“A carefully laid-out argument about the ecological
limits of our planet—and the challenge these limits
pose to our patterns of life and economic
growth.”—Daniel C. Esty, coauthor of Green to Gold
Big World, Small Planet probes the urgent
predicament of our times: how is it possible to create
a positive future for both humanity and Earth? We
have entered the Anthropocene—the era of massive
human impacts on the planet—and the actions of over
seven billion residents threaten to destabilize Earth’s
natural systems, with cascading consequences for
human societies. In this extraordinary book, the
authors combine the latest science with compelling
storytelling and amazing photography to create a new
narrative for humanity’s future. Johan Rockström and
Mattias Klum reject the notion that economic growth
and human prosperity can only be achieved at the
expense of the environment. They contend that we
have unprecedented opportunities to navigate a
“good Anthropocene.” By embracing a deep mindshift, humanity can reconnect to Earth, discover
universal values, and take on the essential role of
planetary steward. With eloquence and profound
optimism, Rockström and Klum envision a future of
abundance within planetary boundaries—a
revolutionary future that is at once necessary,
possible, and sustainable for coming generations. “We
are inflicting grave damage on Planet Earth, and if we
carry on with ‘business as usual’ we may reach the
point of no return—when ecosystems collapse and
more and more species become extinct. There is hope
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if only we can bridge the gap between the clever
human brain and the compassionate human heart
and act now. Johan Rockström and Mattias Klum lead
the way with scientific clarity, powerful storytelling,
and inspiring and award-winning photography.”—Dr.
Jane Goodall
Highly acclaimed analysis of the links between the
two worlds of economics and culture.
La cultura orizzontale
The Warren Buffett Way
The Digital Plenitude
The Intertwining of Aesthetics and Ethics
Exceeding of Expectations, Ecstasy, Sublimity

Together these countries pioneered new
technologies that have made them ever richer.
This edited book offers the first complete overview
of risk in the art market by bringing together
contributions from a wide range of international
thought-leaders on the topic ? both practitioners and
leading scholars who investigate the specific types
of uncertainty that exist in the art market as well as
the dominant models used to manage the risks. An
essential read for both art world practitioners, as
well as scholars and students, Risk and Uncertainty
in the Art Market elucidates the dynamics and
unique qualities of the art market as well as
developing insights relevant to other sectors,
including sociology, business and management,
economics and finance.
Both a unique witness of transformative events in
the late 20th century, and a prescient analysis of our
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present economic crises from a major French
philosopher, Michel Henry's From Communism to
Capitalism adds an important economic dimension
to his earlier social critique. It begins by tracing the
collapse of communist regimes back to their failure
to implement Marx's original insights into the
irreplaceable value of the living individual. Henry
goes on to apply this same criticism to the surviving
capitalist economic systems, portending their
eventual and inevitable collapse. The influence of
Michel Henry's radical revision of phenomenological
thought is only now beginning to be felt in full force,
and this edition is the first English translation of his
major engagement with socio-economic questions.
From Communism to Capitalism reinterprets politics
and economics in light of the failure of socialism and
the pervasiveness of global capitalism, and Henry
subjects both to critique on the basis of his own
philosophy of life. His notion of the individual is one
that, as subjective affect, subtends both Marxist
collectivism and liberalism simultaneously. In
addition to providing a crucial economic elaboration
of Henry's influential social critiques, this work
provides a context for understanding the 2008
financial shock and offers important insights into the
political motivations behind the 'Arab spring'.
'An intellectual hero ... A superb celebrator of
science in all its manifestations' Ian McEwan
'Darwin's great successor' Jeffrey Sachs The
legendary biologist Edward O. Wilson offers his
most philosophically probing work to date 'Creativity
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is the unique and defining trait of our species; and
its ultimate goal, self-understanding,' begins Edward
Wilson's sweeping examination of the humanities
and their relationship to the sciences. By studying
fields as diverse as paleontology, evolutionary
biology and neuroscience, Wilson demonstrates that
human creativity began not 10,000 years ago, as we
have long assumed, but over 100,000 years ago in
the Paleolithic Age. Chronicling the evolution of
creativity from primates to humans, Wilson shows
how the humanities, in large part spurred on by the
invention of language, have played a previously
unexamined role in defining our species. Exploring a
surprising range of creative endeavors - the instinct
to create gardens; the use of metaphors and irony in
speech; or the power of music and song - Wilson
proposes a transformational 'Third Enlightenment' in
which the blending of science and the humanities
will enable us to gain a deeper understanding of the
human condition, and how it ultimately originated.
A Renaissance Mystery Decoded
LA CITTÀ PALINSESTO/I. Tracce, sguardi e
narrazioni sulla complessità dei contesti urbani
storici: Memorie, storie, immagini
Big World, Small Planet
L'economia arancione
Portraits Of 4 Exceptional Individuals And An
Examination Of Our Own Extraordinariness
Marketing Channel Trends
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